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The Terms of Reference of this submission are: (20 (a) other Australia. n state jurisdictions and inte a. 'onal
^..^.
approaches (including portugal) to reducing harm from illicit drug use, including the relative wei '14' IgMi^
enforcement, health and social interventions;

I draw my conclusions from personal experience in the United States during the decade of the nineteen sixties*.
Legalisation of marijuana and decriminalisation of other hallucinogens will enlighten and edify modern Australian
society in dazzling ways. One obvious improvement for Australian Society as a whole will be rapid, enriched contact
with Advanced Alien Societies from Other Dimensions of Space-time. You may be unaware of the known fact that
Advanced Extra-Terrestrials from Outer Space have proven to be uninterested in communicating with any Earthlings
who do not have at least a micro reserve of THC or other hallucinogen in the bloodstream. Consequent upon the

legalisation of cannabis we can expect UFO sightings to proliferate and marvellous abductions and other intense
interactions resulting in bonds and amities that will "blow society's mind",

As Cannabis becomes legally available more and more Young people (including those Young-in-spirit) will abandon
traditional (read "square") ethics and morals of past centuries and, unrestrained by old-fashioned "proper"
restrictions, will express an entirely new relationship to social reality based upon entitlement. This new licence will
initially seem like anti-authoritarianism and anti-establishmentarianism but eventually it will prove to be far more
profound: an actual rejection of all authority including senseless government clout.

Legalisation will also markedIy increase awareness of the hidden dangers in modern living, These dangersinclude
invisible drones, hidden surveillance equipment in bushes along footpaths which can actually track us walkers, anti-

gravity machines in Us military bunkers, and thought-control devices hidden in street lamps and shopping centres.
The oppressive forces arrayed by the One Percent to control and victimise the Ninety Nine Percent are, of course,
completely opposed to the legalisation of mind-expanding substances.
Frequent sightings of UFOs and abductions, transports and probings cause Earthlings to realise the ultimate
unimportance of life here on earth with its nationalism, racialism, sexism, genderisms and all its other isms, and the
vitality of mind-blowing insights into multidime. nsional, multiversal, and ultimately transmental realities beyond the
comprehension of reactionary Squares who have never exp^;r. ienced alternate mental universes and are, hence,
bound to their "real"-estate localities.
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Legalisation of cannabis will free the. national Australian consciousness to explore entirely new exciting concepts of
the very notion of "legality" itself. Example: the in equitable notion of "private ownership" can be enlightened and
ultimately upgraded into equitability.
I've saved the best for last.

When marijuana becomes legal, it will become popular. Although many will be satisfied just to carry-on with THC as
their reality-transforming agent, some dull minds "won't getit", marijuana having failed expand their restricted
conscientiousness. Also some enlightened minds starting to expand, will aspire to further expansion. ThankfulIy,
Mother Nature and The Great Universe have supplied a substantial range of more powerful natural and derived

products, including miraculous fungi, to provide the necessary gateway to increased Ultimate Reality, At the
moment, narrow-minded self-righteous, prudish, self-satisfied, Sinug, blue-nosed, holier-than-thou conservatives
have made these mind-expanding substances illegal. But that can change.
Let no legislation impede ultimate mental independence: Legal ise Marijuana Now.

* IBSN 978088326051j Dr. Slack, Charles W. Timothy Leory, The Modness 017he SI^ti^s And Me, P, H. Wyden. 1974
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